Deliverance Cove Track, Castle Point, Wairarapa
The track heads south-west beyond the sand dunes, through woods around and above a lovely sheltered
cove, to Castle Rock/Matira. The summit is 162m above the cove, commanding panoramic views south over
Christmas Bay, along the craggy south coast; and north, over the cove and a spectacular rocky reef, to the
100-year-old ‘Holiday lighthouse’ atop Seagull Island. Views fit for a king.
On the south-east side of Castle Rock are sheer, sometimes overhung cliffs, prompting Captain Cook in 1770
to coin the name Castle Point. This spot is also known for the strong winds that blow through, hence the Maori
name for the area – Rangiwhakaoma, meaning 'where the sky runs'.
A leisurely two-hour stroll will take in the track, the summit, a sea level return past and onto the rocky reef, and
finally the boardwalk up to the lighthouse and over the rocky terrain of Seagull Island. It’s very little effort for a
great deal of scenery.

Wild File
Access From Masterton head east for 65km, following the signs to Castle Point. Park at the beach front road
end
Grade Easy
Time 2hr
Distance 3.56km
Total ascent 161m
Map BP36

Elevation Profile
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much
information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route,
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps
and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.
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